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A Note on Continued Fraction Inversion by
Routh's Algorithm

S. VITTAL RAO AND S. S. LAMBA

AbsiracP—This correspondence presents an algorithm for finding
continued fraction inversion by Routh's algorithm. A recursive
relation is given to implement the algorithm in a very simple way.
This approach requires less computation when compared with the
existing techniques. The method is demonstrated by means of a
numerical example.

INTRODCCTION

Chen and Shieh [I] have developed a met.hod for reducing the
order of linear dynanlical systems. In their method of model simpli-
ficat,ion a given higher order transfer function is exrpanded into a
Continued fraction expansion and simplificat.ion is achieved by ignor-
ing some of the coefficients. Aft,er the inver.se procedure has been per-
formed on the t.runcated continued fract.ion, the simplified model is
obtained. Hence, t.he simplification process requires an algorithm for
continued fraction inversion. The continued fraction inve~ion is also
required in network analysis.

Derivation of t,he transfer function, direct.ly from the continued
fract.ion representation, is tedious and involves many multiplica-
tions. It is desirable to have a computerized algorit.hm to implement
the continued fract.ion inversion. Chen and Shieh [a] have developed
a.n algorithm for this purpose, through a linear transformation be-
tween the second cauer form in stat.e space cordinates and phase-
variable coordinates, and by utilizing the Routh's algorithm. Their
approach involves the evaluation of a number of determinants.
Shieh, Schneider, and Rilliarns [3] have presented an alternate ex-
prcwian for obtaining the Routh array invelaion. Their approach
requires 2n. multiplications of 2nth order matrices for an n.th order
simplified model. Chen [4] has offered a formula for continued frac-
tion inversion: which requires many iterative ralctllations.

This t.echnica1 note presents a. new and simple algorithm for de-
veloping the entire Routh array and the corresponding transfer
function from t.he known continued fraction coefficients. It is believed
that the method proposed in this note requires less computations
than the existing methods [2]-[4].

CONTINUED FRACTION INVERSIOK

Let the truncated transfer funct.ion he represented by

1

(1)

where HI through H^n are called "part.ia1 coefficients.'' The problem is
to find the transfer funrtion rorreeponding to the representation (I).

The continued fraction of (1) ran be represented as
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An + + + + AUns»-> +

(2)

The constants All-Al,n and A?l-A~,rr are to be evaluat.ed from the
partial coefficients HI-H%. It is easy to see that for the type of con-
tinued fmct.ion form shown in (l), the coefficient of sn in (2) is always
equal t.0 unity and that the order of the numerator cannot be greater
than (n — 1).

The first and second rows of Ronth table (3) are written by copying
the coeficients of the denominator and numerator of @), respectively.
The subsequent rom are developed by using Routh algorithm.

Rouih Table:

An
An
A3,
An
dbyi

A 61

Ai2

An
Azi

^ 4 2

gn

^ 6 2

An ••

An • •

AS3 • •

AK • •

A<,z • •

Aa • •

.

1
• 0

Ai.n
Ai.n
1
0

1
0

(3)

Ain-1,1

If the lad t.wo elements of the first two rows of the Routh table are
as shorrn t.hen the last element of the first column is equal to unity.
That is

AZn-I.1 = 1. . (4)

The partial coefficients are related to the first column of Routh
table by the following eqllations [5]:

Hp = — - - ,
A

p = - 1,- Hp 0. (5)

Once we know t,he partial coefficients H,-H,,, the first column of (3)
can be evaluated wit.h the help of (4) and (5), starting froln the bot.-
tom of the table.

The recnlsive relationship bet.ween the other elements of the
Routh table is given by

(6)

for

wit.h

j = 2n.,2n - 1,...,3
k = 1,2, ...,n - 1

At,* = 0
A,.k = 0,
Ai,k = 0
As.k = 0,

A2n.h = 0
Aln+l.h = 0,

for k > n

for k > n

for k> 2

and

Al,n+l = A3 .n = A,j.n-l = . ' . = Azn--I.2 = 1.

(7a)

(7b)

With the help of (6) and (i), all t.he elements of the R0ut.h t.ahle
other than first column are evaluated. The transfer function corre-
sponding to the continued fraction expansion (1) can be written
from the first ~no rows of t.he Itouth table (3). A numeriral example
is included in the nest section to illustrate the algorithm.
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NUHLERIC.IL EXAMPLE

A continued fraction is given as follows [Z]:

1
T(s) =

1 +

2 +
(8)

Weighting Functions for Calculation of Equivalent
Nonlinearities

HENRY M. POWER. AND ROBERT J. SIh,lPGON

Abstract—It is shown that the equivalent nonlinearity of the
single-valued function y = g(z), with z = e + d(t), where e is a low
frequency signal and d(l) a high frequency dither, is the character-
istic y versus e where g = $: g(r) w(z — e) 122. Several examples
and some general properties of the weighting function ~(z) are
given.

1 +

Find the corresponding transfer function. The partial coefficients are
^ = 1, H? = 4, Ha = 2, H, = 3, H: = 1, and H6 = .i.

From (4) and (5)

7i = 1,

From (7)

= 5, = 5 , = 15, ABI = 30, = 120, and

Xn = 120.

= 0 = Aih A-,2 = I, Alr = 1.

Now using recursive relationship (6), the remaining elenwnts of the
table (3) are evaluated.

For j = 6: k = 1,2, A4?. = 8; .AP3 = 0.
F o r j = 5;k = 1,2, AB? = 3 1 ; AB = 1.
F o r j = 4;k = 1,2, A2? = 99; & = 12.
For j = 3; k = 1,2, AI?. = 139; AIJ = 33.

Routh Table:

120
120
30
15
5
5
1.

129
99
21
8
1
0

33
12
1
0

1
0

By inspection the corresponding transfer function is

120 + 99s + 12s*

T(s) =
130 + 129s + 339 +

(10)

CONCLTPION

It has been shown that a simple backnard reclmive relat.ionship
exists betmeen the elements of the Routh table and with the help of
this relationship all the elements of R0ut.h table can be evaluated if
the partial coefficients are known. The simplicit>- of the algorithm
arises from a knowledge of the fact that the last tern1 of the first
colunln is unity.

It iq believed that this algorithm is sinlpler than the existing
methods.
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The concept of equivalent n0nlinearit.y is an extremely valuable
tool for analyzing the action of high frequency signal injection
(dither) in various schemes which have been proposed for lineariza-
t.ion, st,abilization, identification, and adaptive control [1]—[13].
In t.his correspondence we wish to introduce a viewpoint for generat-
ing the equivalent nonlinearity ahich unifies the treatment for the
waveforms of periodic dither normally considered. We have found
this to be particularly useful in allowing the equivalent nonlinearity
for a piecewise-linearizable dit.her to be obtained as a collection of
equivalents corresponding to a very simple form of dither, all sup-
plied with a conlnlon input and having their outputs app-opriat,ely
scaled and sunlnlated.

The situation considered is shown on Fig. 1, where the given non-
linear characteristic y = g(z) is assumed to be single-valued. (The
resdts can be readily extended to the case of a hysteretic non-
linearity in which a unique loop is traced over a dither cycle, for a
given value of the signal e.) The dither aaveform d(t), whose fre-
quency lies atwve the cutoff of the dynamic elements following the
nonlinear element, is assunled to be symmetric. By this we mean
that, 1) it varies from — D to + D ; 2) the time origin may be chosen
so that d(t) is an even function; 3) the time origin may abo be chosen
so that dit) is an odd function. The spectrum of e is considered to be
such that over a dither cycle, T, no significant. error is incurred by
regarding e as constant. Under these conditions the conventional
eqnivalent nonlinearity (see e.g., 151) is defined as the characterist.ic
y versus e where

i CT

1 Jo
2 f/
i Jo

d(t)) di. (1)

The latter expre.ssion in (1) follows from the symnletry of d(t).
In the analypis we shall choose t = 0 such that d(0) = — D and such
that. d(t) = d(-t). This will als3 give us d(T:d + t) = -d(T/4 - t).

The x-eighting function approach is developed from the observa-
tion that. es$icit. evaluations of the integral in (1) for the square
wave and triangular dithers shown on Fig. 2(a) and (b) give

V =
g{e + D) - gfc - D)

alld

g(x) dx,

(2)

(3)

rspectively. It is clear, though not particularly important for these
simple n-aveforms, that (2) and (3) are special eses of the ronvolu-
ticn integral

w(x — c) dx (4)
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